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Club to fit hand gel dispensers throughout the club and ensure these are
regulary checked and refilled.

Club to use signage and e-mails to all member to ensure stringent 
hand washing.

Club to provide hot water and soap at all hand washing sinks. 
Club to check and refill soap dispensers regulary.

Club to fit gel sanitisers, check them regulary and refill when needed in all
areas without  hand washing facilities.

Club to provide cleaning products to decontaimnate equipment before 
and after use, ensuring club members understand this is their responsibility.

Club to provide blue disposible towel, and a bin for disposal, or to encourage 
members to bring an indentifiable sweat towel with them for their own use.

All members reminded not to touch their faces at anytime, by signage 
and e-mail.

All equipment to be stored in locked cuboards and the container. Person in
 charge of the session to ensure these are locked at the end.
Club to make members aware of the importance of minimising the sharing of 
equipment, encourage them to bring their own where possible.
All club members to bring their own identifiable water bottle to all sessions
Club to provide single use disposable water for first aid on match days.

Club members encouraged not to shake hands, in accordance with government
guidelines. Use of signage and e-mail reminders.

All club members to follow social distancing guidelines, no huddles during
 team talks, 2M rule observed at all times.

Coaches to ensure that maximum distancing is upheld during all sessions,
utilising space to its full capacity. Max 4 groups of 6 per pitch. 

Members to follow government advice if they have covid
symptoms,or contact club safeguarding lead for advice.

All club members asked to follow social distancing guidelines at all times,
in accordance with governoment guidelines. (signage/e-mail)

Club to display signage and guidlines throughout the club 
house and changing facilities. Updating this as needed.




